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TRAVEL

ATLANT
media group

GOING BEYOND

We are looking for the most
interesting stories for you to keep
expanding your own consciousness.
Unbelievable panoramic views,
interesting people, exciting stories
and adventures – you’ll see all of this
in our travel show, Going Beyond!

Duration

60 min

Episodes

13

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play trailer
Play episode

COOKING

NOT ONLY FISH

Not only fish – new cooking
program, where chef use his
professional skills to show the
unique and easy dishes with fish.

Duration

5 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

MEATERIA
In each episode, the chef will
show how to cook the most
popular dishes with meat from
all over the world in an easy
and interesting way.

Production term 2 months

Duration

5 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

PASTATECA
La Pasta! You don’t need always to
go to Italy to hear that call. Just go
to the supermarket, buy the
ingredients and we will provide
you with the detailed recipe in
order to feel the taste of Italy
without going beyond your
kitchen.

Duration

5 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English, Spanish, French,
Polish/Textless

Play episode

LITTLE GOURMET
Using imagination in food
preparations the best way to
surprise children. They will be
amazed by how regular dishes
could be not only nutritious but
fun too! Especially when you have
a guide
named ”Little Gourmet".

Duration

5 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English, Spanish, French

Play episode

DELICIOUS MORNING
Bored with oatmeal and omelette
for breakfast? We will give you
much more ideas on how to make
your morning fun and tasty
spending not much time in the
kitchen. The program ”Delicious
Morning" will bring you even more
energy and good mood for the
coming day!

Duration

5 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English, Spanish, French,
Polish/Textless

Play episode

ASIATIQUE
Asian cuisine is so diverse, each
person will find a dish which will
become a favorite one. In
”ASIATIQUE" we bring together the
most famous and authentic recipes
from Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia,
and other Asian countries. Enjoy
the preparation process with
exotic ingredients and delicious
flavors.

Duration

5 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English, Spanish, French

Play episode

VEGETARIAN DELIGHTS
Keep calm and become vegetarian!
It's long been proved that a plantbased diet could prevent and even
cure a lot of diseases. We believe
that it's not only mainstream, but
it's also a lifestyle which could turn
around the attitude to food and
human body. Our carefully
selected recipes will be a guide to
the new healthy and peaceful life.

Duration

5 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English, Spanish, French

Play episode

STARTERS EASY
100 recipes of appetizers will be a
faithful assistant when you don't
have time but want to surprise
your family and guests with
delicious food.

Production term 2 months

Duration

3 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

SLIM SWEETS
100 recipes of appetizers will be a
faithful assistant when you don't
have time but want to surprise
your family and guests with
delicious food.

Production term 2 months

Duration

3 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

SMOOTHIE MANIA
Smoothie Mania is a short program
about great beverages made from
pureed raw fruit, dairy products, and
vegetables. Smoothies are a staple
among
health
junkies!
They're
ridiculously easy to make and filled with
lots of vitamins. Today it is a regular
menu item at fast-food joints across the
world. In our program, you will see 100
recipes of this great nutrition and they
are so simple so you can prepare it at
home!
Duration

3 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English, Spanish, French

Play episode

ATLANT
media group

SALADERIA
Saladeria – we make it almost every
day and for all different reasons. It’s
healthy and refreshing! Without salads,
you’ve got neither a daily nor a festive
table. There are the salads that
everyone knows – such as “Caesar”
“Greek” and “Caprese” – but there are
also quite unusual combinations that
you could pleasantly surprise your
guests with. 100 recipes, wonderful
tastes and views – you’ll see all of this
in Saladeria!
Duration

5 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English, Spanish, French

Play episode

BRGRS
Like Daniel Meyer says: “At the base
level, a burger is a piece of meat and a
bun with something on it. It’s simple but
it seems to make a lot of people happy.”
Why shouldn’t you bring happiness by
cooking burgers at home? Let’s make it
in the tastiest and easiest way, using our
amazing list of burger’s recipes for every
taste!

Duration

3 min

Episodes

80

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

FoodLand - Christmas
& New Year Feasts
Discover dishes that are prepared
for the New Year and Christmas in
different parts of the world. Repeat
the original recipe for New Year’s
and Christmas dishes and plunge
into the history and traditions of
different countries.
Duration

13 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

THE COCKTAILS
Mixology is gaining the popularity from
day to day. Original bars are opened all
over the world, where you can enjoy
authorial cocktails. Our program is
devoted to these unique drinks. No doubt
they will delight you with not only excellent
taste but also with an unrivalled
appearance.
Each episode – is a new cocktail, that you
can easily make by yourself.

Duration

3 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

SWEET MAGIC
Sweet Magic is a project which
demonstrates new view on culinary
theme, and specialize on desserts. We
run together TV format and advertising’s
quality and professionalism to make real
magic from each masterpiece of culinary
art by chief, a master of his craft.

Duration

5 min

Episodes

52

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English, Spanish

Play episode

LET’S MAKE IT TASTY

How about discovering the art of cooking
with a new international cuisine project Let's make it tasty?
In each episode the chief will show how to
cook the most popular dishes from all over
the world in easy and interesting way, in
addition the narrator will explain each step
of the process of preparing the meal.

Duration

13 min

Episodes

52

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English, Slovenian

Play episode

FOODLAND – VEGGIE
FEASTS
A well-planned vegetarian diet is healthy
and nutritious for people of all ages,
genders and daily activities. Simple and
healthy recipes from the FoodLand will
help you with this. A minimum of effort and
time, and your vegetarian dinner is
served.

Duration

5 min

Episodes

100

Definition

HD

Language

English, Spanish

Play episode

FOOD UP!
Thinking about something light and
healthy to eat without spending a lot
of time for cooking? Simple, but very
tasty and incredibly beneficial
recipes that you can bring to life for
5-10 minutes, will be demonstrated
by our chef in a program FoodUp!
Our dishes are exclusively dietary
and natural.

Duration

3 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

MUSEUMS
Museums are the treasury of historical
and cultural heritage, and museum
exhibits are carriers of invaluable
information about science, history, and
art. Museums and art galleries in a
special way reflect the identity of a
culture. However, there are those who
over the centuries have become
recognized centres of art.
Duration

5 min

Episodes

50

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

NATURAL WONDERS
The Nobel Prize is awarded to ‘those who, during
the preceding year, shall have conferred the
greatest benefit on mankind’.
These people make an invaluable contribution to
physics, chemistry, physiology or medicine,
literature, peace and economics.
In our program “Nobel Prize“ we collected the
most interesting facts about the great minds of
our planet, such as Thomas Hunt Morgan, Albert
Einstein, Yasser Arafat and others.
Duration

3 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

METRO.WORLD TOUR
The subway has become an integral part of
human life since the end of the 19th century.
Tens of millions of people, from London to
Bangkok, travel underground by train.
Metro world tour – will show the viewer what
the metro systems of different countries look
like. From the oldest subway stops to works of
art in underground stations.
Each episode tells new interesting facts, both
about the metro of big cities and about its
special inhabitants.
Duration

3 min

Episodes

50

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

FACTS ON THIS DAY
Our new short-form program “Facts. On This
day” contains 365 episodes, the same amount as
days in 1 year. During the history of our planet,
each day was full of interesting and important
events, which influenced and made it today as it
is now. Learn and discover interesting facts of
each day with the newest educational series
“Facts. On This day”. Each episode is 5 minutes
duration.

Duration

3 min

Episodes

365

Definition

HD

Language

English

Play episode

NOBEL PRIZE
The Nobel Prize is awarded to ‘those who, during
the preceding year, shall have conferred the
greatest benefit on mankind’.
These people make an invaluable contribution to
physics, chemistry, physiology or medicine,
literature, peace and economics.
In our program “Nobel Prize“ we collected the
most interesting facts about the great minds of
our planet, such as Thomas Hunt Morgan, Albert
Einstein, Yasser Arafat and others.
Duration

5 min

Episodes

50

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English, French

Play episode
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WOMEN WHO CHANGED
THE WORLD
Learn about women who have
changed the world. They are known
for their achievements, actions and
decisions. Learn more about the
most famous women, their history
and heritage..

Duration

5 min

Episodes

50

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

EXCITING CHEMISTRY
Exciting Chemistry – a program dedicated to
experiments in inorganic and organic chemistry!
You can find many chemical experiments, in each
of which there are explanations that will be
understandable even to the people farthest from
chemistry. In our experiments, we indicate
formulas that will help you understand the
essence of chemical reactions and
transformations. Chemistry is fun and exciting.

Duration

5 min

Episodes

50

Definition

4K,HD

Language

English

Play episode

WORLD CAPITALS
In our new program “World
Capitals” you will embark on a
journey where together we
explore incredible sights of the
most famous capitals around the
world.

Duration

3 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

NATIONAL ANTHEM
The national anthem of a country is a unique way
to learn about the meaning of a Nations people,
history, and culture.
In the National Anthem video, it illustrates
through audio and visual communication what
the national anthem of different countries are
about. The video plays the national anthem of a
country and, through the usage of subtitles,
added context is provided which aims to educate
the viewer on the contents of the national
anthem of said country.
Duration

2 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

PERSONS
The most influential people of all
time, who are they? Why they
became so? You will get to know this
information in our new series.

Duration

3 min

Episodes

100

Definition

HD

Language

English

Play episode

WORLD FAMOUS WRITERS
In the new program World Famous
Writers you will see pictures and get
to know the most interesting facts
about writers who got famous with
their works.

Duration

3 min

Episodes

100

Definition

HD

Language

English

Play episode

BOOKS. THE GREATEST
Books are the priceless heritage of
our world. In our program Books. The
Greatest, we tried to tell about the
most famous books from all over the
world and make a viewer closer to
thoughts of great minds.
Duration

3 min

Episodes

100

Definition

HD

Language

English

Play episode

ATLANT
media group

ORIGAMI
The program «Origami» is about
the art of paper folding, often
associated with Japanese
culture. In modern usage, the
word “origami” is used as an
inclusive term for all paper
folding, regardless of their
cultural origin.

Duration

8 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

ATLANT
media group

WORLD HERITAGE
The world’s most famous painters and
their genuine masterpieces of art and
wonderful stories about them – all these
the viewer will see in the World Heritage
project. Answers for questions and many
more interesting facts about the masters
of painting will be discovered in this
program.

Duration

5 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

ATLANT
media group

TOP 100. FAMOUS
ACTRESSES
TOP 100.Famous Actresses –
it’s a program about the famous!
You will discover interesting
facts and stories from their pasts
and will learn about their present
lives! See what life was like for
stars before they got famous.

Duration

5 min

Episodes

100

Definition

HD

Language

English

Play episode

GRAFFITI WORLD
Program is about the most greatest graffiti
all around the world. Each episode shows
most incredible graffiti of the one city.
Program consists original sound of the
city, where graffiti is made

Duration

3 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English, Spanish

Play episode

ATLANT
media group

WORLD STAMPS
Did you know that the collecting of postage
stamps has been one of the world’s most
popular hobbies since the late nineteenth
century and the UK is the only country that
does not display its name on its postage
stamps? You definitely will be surprised,
finding our that in 2013, Belgium issued
stamps that smelt and tasted of chocolate.
Find out more incredible facts about the
world famous postage stamps in our program
World Stamps.

Duration

3 min

Episodes

50

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

PATH OF YOGA
Yoga asanas provide an even distribution
of energy (life force), which brings mind to
a state of rest, balance the respiratory,
nervous, hormonal, digestive, excretory,
and reproductive systems, as well as
blood circulation. Yoga is the path to
health and harmony of mind and body.

Duration

13 min

Episodes

52

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

THE CASTLES
To walk through the grand hallways at
Schloß Neuschwanstein, to feel yourself
at the ball in amazing Eilean Donan
Castle and admire the beauty and power
of Coca Castle from a bird’s-eye view – all
this can be done in a new program in the
4K format The Castles.

Duration

3 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

THE MONUMENTS
OF FAITH
Terrifying gothics with its tall vaults and
stained glass windows creating
magnificent light effects; gorgeous and
majestic baroque with its pompous artistic
techniques or laconic classicism striving to
pure forms and canons has become a
sign of elegance and taste.

Duration

3 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

FINE ART –
SCULPTURES. KOREA
Immerse yourself in the miraculous
atmosphere of the ancient world with the
new 4K program Fine Art – Sculptures.
You will enquire all secrets and mysteries
of ancient artifacts – sculptures and
statues of ancient Korea – the most
significant symbols of human civilization.
Discover the mysterious world of nations
from the past.

Duration

3 min

Episodes

50

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

Fine Art – Sculptures.
Japan
Immerse yourself in the miraculous
atmosphere of the ancient world with the
new 4K program Fine Art – Sculptures.
You will enquire all secrets and mysteries
of ancient artifacts – sculptures and
statues of ancient Japan – the most
significant symbols of human civilization.
Discover the mysterious world of nations
from the past.

Duration

3 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

Fine Art – Sculptures.
Egypt
Immerse yourself in the miraculous
atmosphere of the ancient world with the
new 4K program Fine Art – Sculptures.
You will enquire all secrets and mysteries
of ancient artifacts – sculptures and
statues of ancient Egypt – the most
significant symbols of human civilization.
Discover the mysterious world of nations
from the past.

Duration

3 min

Episodes

100

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

ANIMATION

SAND TALES
Sand Tales – it is a project that in a new
way tells and demonstrates the worldfamous fairy tales. Each episode is a new
story and new adventures of our favorite
characters. Great stories appear in a
completely new way, thanks to the
incredible technique of drawing with sand.
The project brings together folklore of the
people of Africa, Asia, America and
Europe.

Duration

20 min

Episodes

52

Definition

4K / HD

Language

English

Play episode

Forgotten Fairy Tales

4K/HD
20x15’min
Fairy Tales always remind us of magic and
brings up nostalgic feelings within.
A lot of Fairy tales, despite of being more
common to be watched by kids, remain
actual for a long time providing timeless
wisdom. While some may take the stories
at face value for the sole purpose of
entertainment, other researchers tell us
stories infused with meaning and symbols.
For the first season of the series
"Forgotten Fairy tales" we chose fairy tales
from different countries with each of them
having a very strong foundation.

Play episode
Production term 3-5 months

SPIKE
4K/HD
30x6’min
“Spike” is a children’s animated television
series consisting of short cartoons of 6
minutes each.
The plot of the series tells about the
adventures of a puppy named Spike. The
main character is Spike puppy for 6-8
months. He is a very curious, sociable,
friendly and shy dog, which is why he
constantly gets into comic stories.
The series contains both comic stories and
touching ones, in which the emphasis is on
empathy and altruism. But each series ends
on a positive and joyful note.

Play episode
Production term 3 months

